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Changes Coming to OverDrive Digital Library
OverDrive has announced that they will phase out the legacy OverDrive app
beginning in February 2022 and make the Libby app the primary way for users to
access OverDrive ebooks, audiobooks, and digital magazines. Having one app will
simplify how we support users, and ensure you stay up to date with new features and
enhancements to the OverDrive service. The Libby app currently provides many
features that are not available in the OverDrive app, including compatibility with Apple
CarPlay, and support for various assistive technologies.
What does this mean for you? If you currently use the Libby app, you are not affected
and do not need to take any action. If you currently use the legacy OverDrive app,
you will be able to continue borrowing titles in the app for now, but we encourage you
to download the Libby app and switch to using that. If you are a brand new user to the
OverDrive service, download Libby from your app store to get started.
We will keep you informed as we receive updates from OverDrive regarding the
transition. If you have questions or need help using Libby, call us to set up an
appointment.

There are currently no changes to our cloudLibrary service offering.

New Art Exhibit thru March 1
Galel Ramadan - colored pencil

David Rogers - oil painting

Concerts & More :

Library’s YouTube Videos

Although the Library has not held live events, we have been creating videos for
you to enjoy. There are concerts, artist interviews and a new children’s story
program by Miss Leah. The list of currently available concerts (about 30 minutes
each) is below. The link is found on the Library’s website
highlandbeach.us/departments/library or search “Highland Beach Library” directly
from YouTube.com and click on “view full playlist”
- Jazz saxophone — Merv Johnston
- Pops & Standards vocal & piano — Tony Abbott
- Classical viola — David Pedraza
- Classical piano — Duo Beaux Arts
- Romance from the Songbook — Carlos Manuel Santana - vocals
& Rosemary Stone - piano
- Jazz - Markus Howell - saxophone & Aviel DelRosario - bass

Stop by and pick up
a craft kit!
For Kids
Cardboard lacing
snowflake

For Adults
Mini photo album

Please call ahead and make a request.

A Book by Every Chair...by Phyllis

I have driven across North Dakota more times than I can count. It always seemed featureless and cheerless to me, and a long way from anywhere I was going. But the last of those
trips was over 30 years ago, so my experience of reading O Beautiful, a novel by Jung
Yun, gave me a feeling of kinship with the reporter in this story—going back years later to a
place where she had grown up. Adjacent to a Reservation an oil patch happened. A booming small city sprang up faster than it could accommodate the huge, racially diverse, nearly
all male workforce of roughnecks. Elinor has been tasked with completing a feature story
about those changes for a major national magazine. It was originally assigned to her former mentor, but as the daughter of a military man and his Korean wife stationed in North
Dakota, she seemed perfectly suited for the job. However, as she conducts her interviews
she finds herself changing the focus of the assignment. Her own disrespected receptions
by those she interviews, and observations of the few other women she encounters shape
the story she submits, no matter what…
More and more since the pandemic the us and them aspects of our society have become
scarily visible. We Are Not Like Them, a novel by Christine Pride and Jo Piazza is a relevant, discussion-starter sort of book. Two little girls grow up together as best friends, and
trust each other more than anyone else in their lives. Their bond continues as they make
their divergent ways into the real life adulthoods of their dreams. But life can become
messy; inexplicable things can happen. The authors relate Riley’s and Jen’s story from
each of them in their own words, therefore causing the reader to be in each of their heads.
As the characters come to grips with their crises, the reader’s point of view and opinion is
challenged to be both us and them.
Here we are in January, the reflective start of a new year. All my reading in the past few
weeks seems to have that what if reflective theme…it was not a planned thing, but….
Should We Stay or Should We Go, a new novel by British author Lionel Shriver could use
a warning label: this novel may be disturbing. It contains a detailed summary look at old
age choices and challenges. (Probably not a good idea to begin reading while eating…) If
you read and enjoyed The Midnight Library this book should appeal to you. It is another
mind-stretching, thought provoker—guaranteed to inspire laughter as well as discussion
with others. Because I am not open at all to the underlying theme, for me it was an entertaining view into the dynamics of relationships and decision making, along with a nudge
toward further research.
The Stranger in the Lifeboat, by Mitch Albom was a little one-sitting, very satisfying, fable
-like novel. My curiosity about the characters was greater than my registering the horrors
of their being adrift in a lifeboat hoping for rescue. Who was the young man they pulled
aboard? Why was it so unlikely that a character would be writing a diary in the midst of all
that water? What was Alice’s backstory? Would anyone live to tell the tale….? Albom certainly has the ability to create a narrative full of twists, turns, truths and surprises peopled
by appealing, redeemable characters. It left me very happy to have read it.

